
Tapping Into Your Money Blocks 

 

Tapping for Your Worthy and Deserving Set Point 

        Say the following phrases aloud while tapping through all the points 

I really do want to earn that much money *** But that process was really eye-

opening *** I really felt my resistance *** there is a part of me *** pushing 

back *** that is not really sure that I deserve to make that much money *** 

There's an inner skeptic in me *** that truly questions my worth and value. 

 

There's a part of me *** that strongly resists declaring I deserve this *** I can 

feel this part of me pushing back *** Arguing with me *** insisting that I don't 

deserve to earn that much money *** especially not by working this many 

hours *** this part of me and says that it’s selfish *** and wrong for me to 

even ask *** to earn that much money 

 

*** When I said I deserve it *** I immediately felt some guilt *** some fear 

*** some shame *** when I visualized the crowd of people *** It felt 

embarrassing *** who do I think I am?  

 



Do I really think that I'm that special *** part of me says I’m not that special 

*** I’m not that unique *** people will not pay me that much money *** and 

there's nothing I could possibly do to earn that much *** unless I worked a 

million hours *** I’m not special enough *** brilliant enough.  

 

Talented enough *** I am just not good enough *** This loud and clear voice 

*** that pushes back against my goal *** the voice that keeps me in check *** 

I feel that really loudly *** and it's got some pretty nasty things to say *** who 

do I think I am to say I deserve that much money? 

 

On some level it feels selfish *** and wrong *** and I feel ashamed *** 

embarrassed *** and guilty *** and I have this expectation that if anyone else 

knew *** they would agree that I'm not good enough *** that asking for that 

much money is wrong. 

 

Arrogant and out there's nothing that is special enough about me *** that 

makes me deserve that much money *** I'm just going to honor all of this *** 

I'm seeing and feeling my inner worthy and deserving set point *** I'm seeing 

and feeling the unconscious discomfort *** I want to step beyond my set point 

*** I'm seeing and feeling the hidden drivers *** that will cause me to 



sabotage *** or create struggle and suffering  *** to keep my at my set point 

*** I am seeing and feeling *** what is really driving my unconscious 

behaviors *** all the autopilot behaviors *** that keep me stuck *** I’m just 

going to honor it. 

Take a nice deep breath. I encourage you to repeat that round and go deeper and 

longer on any parts that resonate with you. Continue to voice any negative 

emotions or self-talk that surface as loud as possible while tapping and it will 

subside. 

 

Tapping for More of Your Brilliance 

        Say the following phrases aloud while tapping on the Karate Chop point: 

Even though part of me *** does not believe I am really worthy and deserving 

*** of this goal of earning this much money *** by working this many hours 

*** and all the joy, pleasure and ease *** that will be in my life as a result. *** 

I'm just going to honor and observe that for now.  

 

Even though part of me *** really questions whether or not *** I have the 

brilliance *** the talent *** the gifts *** or the energy to earn this much 

money *** in this much time. *** I recognize I've never earned that much 

before. *** And it's hard to imagine, *** but the truth is, *** there is more to 

me than I've seen so far, *** buried within me is an untapped resource *** of 



brilliance *** of boundless energy *** of courage and enthusiasm *** of 

inspirations and focus *** and efficient actions.  

 

        Say the following phrases aloud while tapping on the all the points: 

I have an untapped potential within me. ***I have untapped genius. *** I may 

have seen some so far in my life *** but that is nothing *** compared to how 

much more *** I can unleash *** so I am now asking for more *** of my own 

brilliance to appear *** I am now allowing more inspiration*** to flow 

through me. *** I am ready for streamlined, *** efficient actions to manifest 

*** through my very hands.  

 

I speak directly to my subconscious mind *** the part of me that makes 

quantum leaps *** that is creative *** that has million-dollar ideas *** just 

waiting to come forward *** and I ask this part of me *** for more for brilliant 

ideas, *** inspirations *** for courage *** for audacious action *** for higher 

levels of leadership to emerge *** for leveraged and efficient strategies to 

appear *** I asked this of my unconscious mind.  

 

Knowing it is a treasury of untapped brilliance *** and I'm open and ready, 

*** and accepting and willing *** for all the ideas the inspirations*** and 



nudges to act to appear *** and when they do I commit to hearing them with 

an *** open-mind and open heart. *** I commit to taking action *** and 

recognizing the signs of my own brilliant genius*** I believe that there is more 

to me *** than what I have seen so far *** than what I have shown so far *** 

and I'm open and allowing my brilliant, genius to come through *** for my 

highest good.  

Take a nice deep breath. Do this round a few times until you feel better about 

how worthy and deserving you are. Once you raise your set point, money will 

come to you more easily. 

 


